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Issue Note 
By Rob McHenry 

 
To be successful, this newsletter needs input from you, the RASvy Corps Association member.  
I am particularly keen to receive interesting photos of our activities over the years and any 
Corps stories you would like to share.  Please email me at rob@mchenry.net.au  
  
Thanks to those who have provided input so far as well as feedback regarding the ACT 
Newsletter.  And now for Issue 2.  I am particularly appreciative of the efforts of Bill Harvey 
who has spent considerable time ratting around in his cellar or attic to come up with a very 
readable account of his 1962 time in New Guinea.  What makes it even more entertaining is 
that he has many photos that I’m sure will bring back fond memories for us “fools on the 
hill.”  The story with images covers quite a few pages and although I wanted to keep it as a 
single article, I have had to split it over two issues to keep the size down.  The next 
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newsletter will cover the Moresby to Kerema phase of the operation.  Thanks Bill, it really is 
worth the read.....    
 
Thanks must also go to John Mobbs who has provided a cryptic, survey related crossword and 
(thankfully) solution.  John has advised he will make the next one more RASvy focused.   
   

Anzac Day March & Lunch 
By Rob McHenry 

 
Always a moving day as we honour those who served, fought and in too many cases, died in 
many different conflicts and parts of the world.  The weather was a bit average but the rain 
held off for the most part and we all escaped in a relatively dry condition to the Kingston 
Hotel for lunch and the obligatory telling of increasingly taller tales.  Missing was Charlie 
Watson, the stalwart of Canberra RASvy events.  We were all saddened to hear the news that 
Charlie’s wife, Barbara, had tragically passed away the day before Anzac Day.   

 
 
What a handsome bunch…… 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Thanks to Radford College for carrying the NG Svy Sec banner.  In the 1990s, the ageing 
veterans of the NG Svy Sec were having trouble mustering sufficient fit men for the Anzac Day 
march and sought assistance from Radford.  The college agreed to carry the unit banner and 
has performed this duty ever since.  When the NG Svy Sec were unable to muster any fit 
marchers at all, Radford took over completely, sending a team of four - the male and female 
School Captains and School Vice-Captains.  This has been standard practice ever since with 
the banner being carried and escorted by this team of the four most senior Radford College 
students. 
 
The Radford team, proudly parading the NG Svy Sec banner, was present at the unveiling of 
the Survey Corps plaque by the Governor-General at the Australian War Memorial in July 
2007.  The NG Svy Sec veterans have now passed on but their memory continues to be 
preserved by these impressive young people. 
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Captain Bullen’s War 
By Rob McHenry 

On retirement, some of us play golf, others potter in the garden or even get a part-time job 
but not John Bullen – he has produced a book.  Thanks to John, I have been fortunate enough 
to read a few paragraphs and must admit that I found them highly entertaining.   

The book is now on sale at all major bookshops.  A large printing run of 10,000 copies, due to 
enthusiastic advance orders from the book retail industry, should make it easy to find in the 
shops.  Cost is around $33 - reasonable value for 464 pages.  John is still involved with media 
publicity and copies have been distributed to major newspapers for reviewing.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   

Front cover, spine and back 
cover of John’s new book. 

At the Kingston Hotel.  
(below) Kevin Miles and 

Laurie Hazlewood.  (right) 

John Bullen and Dawn Laing. 
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A couple of quotes from Captain Bullen’s War:- 

13 Aug 68    [US Army planning conference]  
‘We need to send our survey party there!’ (pointing to map) 
‘But Colonel, we cain’t do it. That’s the most insecure area in the whole country!’ 
‘Insecure? Goddamn it! The greatest concentration of American troops in the country 
is there!’ 
‘Yes Colonel, and have you considered WHY the greatest concentration of American 
troops is RIGHT THERE?’ 

27 Aug 68    [concert party from Australia]  
Eddie Mendoza: ‘And now I’d like to do an Italian piece.’ 
Corporal Peter Dew’s voice from audience: ‘Wouldn’t we all!’ 
Eddie Mendoza: ‘I meant on my piano-accordion.’ 
Peter Dew: ‘Don’t get caught in the bellows, mate!’ 

Survey Cryptic Crossword No 1 
By John Mobbs 

 
You’ll be looking for words commonly used in the Surveying, Mapping and Geoinformation 
disciplines (with a bit of trickery thrown in for good measure!) and there are some technical 
acronyms as well.  Good luck! 
 

1    2   3   4    5 

5  6          7   

  8             

               

9     10    11   12   

  13       14      

15     16       17   

               

  18  19      20     

    21           

22            23   

   24  25    26  27    

   28      29      

               

30        31       
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Across 

 

2 Calculate a donkey for points (7) 29 Cutting-edge technology? Sharpen up! (3) 

5 Initially leaves atlases far behind (3) 30 Secure title by the river in Adelaide (7) 

7 Joan probably never laid one of these out (3) 31 Condition suffered by surveyors’ friends (4,3) 

8 Is Theo now an angular electrician? (11)  

9 Ring, see and tan in this medium  initially (3) Down 
10 Strike one inside the circle harmoniously (5) 1 Stockpile survey gives gravelly outcome (9,6) 

12 Connection for hard drive outside the box (3) 2 Professional reputation on the street? Yo! (4) 

13 End of survey report starts this way (4) 3 Attempt to snap a tiny weight? (14) 

14 Access mine horizontally (4) 4 In-situ here? Certainly! (4) 

15 A taxing task keeping these informed (3) 5 Old hectares showing age on river bank (8,2,5) 

16 Collect 9 across with one (5) 6 A couple showing relief (10) 

17 integrated alternative to 12 across in PC (3) 7 Thinking in an uncoordinated way (10) 

18 Statistically speaking, go here initially! (3) 10 Crustacean on camera aircraft gives crooked 
line of pics! (4) 

20 Between W&Y, initial odour shows markup! 
(3) 

11 Sounds Confused in 24-hour periods (4) 

21 Well-designed roads make this pleasant (7) 19 Fishy exterior can determine map size (5) 

22 Precision instrument for audio survey (3) 20 Dry copy? Did you know Carlson was first? (5) 

23 Robin Hood made his survey pegs from this (3) 24 Asian surveyors may cook with this (4) 

24 Strezlecki named a high one in 1840 (3) 25 X&Y but no Z on this map (4) 

26 Robert is swinging the lead (3) 26 Line or camp where surveys often begin (4) 

28 If scale and seawead product are present, 
forget this tacky clue, just get the plan 
down! (3) 

27 A green one won’t hold your pants up but 
might enhance your subdivisional design! (4) 

  
Just to save John from phone calls and emails seeking answers to 20 across or whatever, the 
solution is on the last page.   
 

RASvy Corps Nominal Roll 

 
As a result of the previous newsletter detailing Peter Jensen’s RASvy Corps Nominal Roll 
project, LTCOL Greg Tolcher (SO1 Workforce Information Management – Army) explored the 
possibility of a database search for RASvy Corps people.  HR data archive manager, LTCOL 
Wally Rotow (retired ARA) subsequently conducted the search and produced a basic listing of 
close to 2,000 names.  The list has been passed to Peter and although his project 
requirements are quite detailed, the list will certainly help with his overall task.  Thanks Greg 
and Wally. 

 

’62 - A Fine Vintage 
With thanks to Bill Harvey. Like Stan Campbell, Keith Broadbent and Peter Sadler, Bill Harvey was one of the new 
boys.  He came to the Regiment from basic course in mid 1960 and this was his first big op - it was six months 
start to end.   

 
The 1962 operation mounted by the Regiment was part of the geodetic survey of PNG. 
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The operation started with some local work in the Port Moresby region but was essentially 
about running a 1st order coastal traverse from Kerema to Dogura using the Tavistock 
Geodetic Theodolite and the MRA-II Tellurometer with the trusty Wild T2 for lower order 
work.  At the same time, National Mapping was running an independent geodetic traverse 
down the spine of the Owen Stanleys.  Headquarters was at Murray Barracks in Port Moresby 
with progressive field bases at Yule Island, Magarida and Dogura. 

 
It was an operation of olds and 
bolds with senior people like Major 
Jim Stedman, Major John Hillier, 
WOI Jim Bounds and WOII Ron 
Newman plus tried and tested 
operators like Billy Hills, Andy 
Millar, Ian Bryan, Dennis Woods and 
Bruce Cockburn as well as some 
new blood like Stan Campbell, 
Keith Broadbent and Peter Sadler.  
Some of these names have pretty 
well disappeared from the annals 
of the Corps although at the time 
they were the solid foundation of 
the Survey Regiment's Topographic 
Squadron. 
 

 
 
The operation was supported by the good ship Harry 
Chauvel (an LSM - Landing Ship Medium.  It could roll 
prodigiously in a mill pond) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
A single Bell G2 helicopter from Helicopter Utilities and two Bellbuoy twin outboard launches 
were used for inshore and river work. 
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The new boys looked up to the old-hand operators with something approaching awe and they 
in turn looked up to John Hillier and Jim Stedman with the same awe.  John Hillier (known as 
Skip or Skipper off duty and over a beer - or perhaps a 100 year old cognac (but that's another 
story), ran the field bases and so was close to the troops.  He ran a tight ship and expected 
and got 18 hours a day without complaint because he himself had never been known to work 
less than 26 hours in a day. 
 
A week or two after the 
insertion of the main body to 
Port Moresby, Major Hillier and 
a few left-overs managed to get 
seats on a Hercules full of 
Engineers flying from Mangalore 
to Wewak where the Engineers 
were trying to build an all 
weather road to Maprik.  From 
Bendigo, it was overnight at 
Puckapunyal to be woken at four 
in the morning by quarter sticks 
of gelignite (the Engineer's way 
of sounding reveille) then, 
wearing only summer dress, to 
be tossed into the back of an 
open 6 x 6 Studebaker truck and driven through freezing wind and rain to the Mangalore strip.  
A refuelling stop at Townsville gave the chance to relax and get some warmth and then it was 
on to Wewak and a couple of days later, to Moresby. 
 
 
One really interesting thing about the Engineers in Wewak was their technique for hard 
dropping trucks up at the road-head.  They would strip the truck of everything removable 
except the wheels (doors, glass and so on), load it into a Herc then fly the Herc low and slow 
over the drop zone and throw out 300 yards of rope tied to the truck.  The rope would snag 
the scrub, the truck would be pulled out, the engineers on the ground would fill the petrol 
tank and "hey presto," instant truck - a bit battered maybe, but still operational.  You 
certainly had to admire those guys and the RAAF pilots - not a bad effort without a parachute. 

 
Most people who were in Port Moresby in 
those halcyon days of the late colonial 
era tend to remember it with affection.  
It was a small clean, hot, tropical city 
laid out across the neck of the peninsula 
below Paga Hill with the famous Papuan 
and Moresby hotels (and the less famous 
Snake Pit) and two major stores, Burns 
Philp and Steamships.  In those days, one 
of the things that added character to the 
town was the police boy who stood in a 
small rotunda at the main intersection 
outside the Papuan Hotel and directed 
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traffic.  He was small in stature but very proud in his red trimmed, navy blue, laplap uniform 
and huge white gloves and looked very imposing as he saluted and insisted on giving right of 
way to every military vehicle that passed. 
 
 
 
The main road through the city tracked 
on, as it still does, along Ela Beach to 
Koki (of fish market and Luk Poi Wai 
fame - or Luke Warm Pie as this Chinese 
tailor's shop was irreverently known to 
all and sundry) and on up over the ridge 
to Murray Barracks, Boroko and 
Jackson's Strip.  Dave Owen and Stan 
Campbell standing here by the harbour 
at Koki actually look like clean, upright, 
sober, young diggers - how photos do 
lie!! 
 

 

 
The operation started with some local work 
around Port Moresby which turned out to be 
a great opportunity for people like Keith 
Broadbent to show that their six month basic 
course may not have been entirely wasted.  
Keith occupied the station on Varol Hill 
(across the harbour from Port Moresby on 
the western entrance) back in those easy 
going days when you enjoyed having a tan 
and only wimps wore hats. 
 
 

The Port Moresby to Kerema phase of this trip will be in the next newsletter. 
 

Tall Tales & True 
 
Crocodile Central 
By Rob McHenry with thanks to Greg Tolcher 

 
In the early 80s, 5 Fd Svy Sqn was tasked with a Geoceiver control survey operation covering 
the Kimberley region.  I was the Sqn 2IC and had conducted the recce.  All was going well 
except that north of Wyndham in Cambridge Gulf, one important control point was in the 
middle of a saline coastal mud flat on a very small mud island.  Advice from the Regiment was 
that the point couldn’t be moved.  From previous experience, I knew this area to be crocodile 
central so I had some serious misgivings about sending a team out to such an exposed location 
for up to three days.    
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I contacted the Department of Crocodiles in WA (Department of Environment and 
Conservation) and spoke to a ranger who advised; “Day one, crocs will know you’re there, day 
two they will work out a pattern and by day three, they will have a go at you.” 
 
Not happy with this untidy news, I promptly wrote to HQ5MD explaining the situation and 
sought approval for the survey team to be armed with an SLR and live rounds.  After some 
considerable time I received approval for one SLR and 10 rounds with the proviso that the 
magazine was to be taped up and placed in a basic pouch – and the rounds had to be 
accounted for!   Had anybody actually bothered to read the reasons for the request??? 
 
CAPT Greg Tolcher was OC of the operation when it came time to deploy a team to the 
island.   He advises that due to the number of crocodile prints and slide marks on the island, 
no-one slept as they conducted active patrolling – and of course you can bet they kept the 
magazine taped up and safely tucked away in a basic pouch..........     Greg also advises that 
the position fix for this point was achieved in record time!  All rounds were accounted for. 
 

Notices 
General RASvy Corps notices that may also be found in other state newsletters.   

 
Reunion - Detachment First Topographical Survey Troop & A Section – First Topographical 
Survey Troop 
 
Basic details of the reunion are: 
When -    15th & 16th August 2008.  Dinner is on Saturday night August 15th and luncheon is on 

Sunday August 16th . 
Where -   Twin Towns Services Club, Tweed Heads, NSW 
Costings - $110 per person for dinner and luncheon,  

$60 per person dinner only, and 
$50 per person luncheon only. 
Deposit for dinner and luncheon is $50, remainder to be paid by 1st of August.  

 
132 members are on the Nominal Roll for the above units as having served in SVN at 1ATF.  
The venue can seat 180 people so ex-survey members other than Troop members are welcome 
to attend.   
 
Please contact Lloyd Patterson on: 02 6056 1634 – or – 0402 222 844 or by email 
lloyd@bmp.net.au  for payment, attendance and accommodation details. 
 
   
RASvy Association Plaque 
The final design incorporates the three badges overlapping, the theodolite badge of pre-WW2, 
the wartime colour patch and the Post WW2 RASvy badge. The cost of the plaque is $50.00 
plus postage.  Contact Ex-Fortuna Secretary Tracey Phillips,03 5449 6330 (AH);  
Email:  phipsys@tpg.com.au  
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Vale  
 
William (Bill) Athey Jeffery (1924 – 2009) 
By Charlie Watson 

 
Sadly, I have to report the death of my good mate and Corps member, Bill Jeffery on 25 Feb 
09 in Queensland.  Bill was born 20 Sep 24 and spent his early years at Lockhart NSW close to 
the VIC border.  Hence his favoring AFL over NRL.   Bill served in 2/6 Commando Squadron 
during WW2.  Actually 2/6 was in 7 Div not 6 Div as you may speculate from the 
numbering.   The 2/6 Motto was “Nothing over us” taken from a Woolworths advertisement 
which claimed that Woolworths stocked no item selling for more than 2 shillings and six pence 
(2/6).   I’m not positive that it was Woollies it may have been Coles.  I’m not sure of all the 
places that Bill served but I know that he was in the Markham Valley Campaign.  Being a 
Commando, Bill was always very fit and left many a younger bloke puffing up the hill behind 
him.  When he returned from the war he married a Lockhart girl and moved to her home 
town. Here he worked with asbestos and as a result he developed cancer in his later years.   
 
Bill rejoined the army (Survey Corps) in 1959 and rose to the rank of Sergeant before taking 
his discharge, moving to Canberra and joining National Mapping in 1964.   Bill’s printing was 
very good and he got a leave pass at the School of Survey because he was up to standard in 
lettering.  However, the next week he missed out on leave because he had not improved on 
the last test.  Bill made the cover for the Canberra Survey Corps Association Functions 
Attendance Book and kindly provided the autographs of those attending the Survey Corps 
Jubilee Dinner on 11 Nov 65. 
  
Bill worked in the Geodetic Section of the Division of National Mapping in Canberra.  He was a 
very good observer and did a lot of first order and Laplace Astronomical Observations.  With 
the wind down of geodetic field work, Bill went on to bathymetric surveys of the continental 
shelf, which is where I met up with him having heard a lot about him from Frank White and 
the older hands at Survey Directorate.  We spent many years surveying on the MV Cape Pillar.  
Bill got on well with people and provided a steadying influence on many a new or old field 
hand or surveyor. 
  
After resigning from AUSLIG as NATMAP had now become, and the loss of Jean, his wife of 
many years, Bill moved to Gumly Gumly near Kapooka and became involved in fostering esprit 
de Corps among recruits at Kapooka. 
  
Some time after becoming ill Bill moved to Queensland to seek treatment.  I don’t know the 
precise details of his life in Qld so I will not speculate. 
  
Bill is survived by many children, grand children and no doubt great grand children.   I will 
only mention his eldest son Ken who also served in the Corps. 
  
Vale Bill Jeffery (take mets now) 
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Photo Gallery 
Always happy to receive photos, old and new, related to RASvy Corps activities. 

 
1973.  If you look closely, 
in the middle of the 
clearing (sinkhole), there 
is a burnt out Iroquois 
helicopter.  The 
helicopter crashed on 8 
Fd Svy Sqn operations. 
The survey point is Hiran 
Nandan on New Britain.   
Alex Cairney and TJ 
Wicker were onboard 
when it pranged.  The 
interesting thing is that 
subsequent crash 
investigation found 
another burnt out 
helicopter under ours.  It 
was lost when the original 
Hiran station was 
established.   
 
Apologies if I have missed 
other RASvy passengers. 
 
  

 
 
 
 
October 1967 
 

1972.  Alex Laing and 
Tom Royle inspect a  
WWII aircraft wreck near 
Tufi.   
 
If only we brought those 
spanners….. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo courtesy of Dawn Laing 
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Photo courtesy of Dawn Laing 

October 1967 
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Crossword Solution 
It’s upside down deliberately!   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


